
VERB TENSES CHART 
 
SIMPLE TENSES 
Used whenever we are talking about a point in time. 

               (NOW) 

(PAST)                                                                  (FUTURE)  

SIMPLE PAST        SIMPLE PRESENT           SIMPLE FUTURE 
Use for an action that happens      Use when making a general statement          Use for an action that will happen at  
at a point in time in the past                         of truth at the present point in time.                           a point in time in the future. 
(Regular verb  : base + ed/d)      (Singular subject: S-form of verb)          (will + base form of verb) 
(Irregular verb: special past form)     (Plural subject    : Base form of verb)                 (shall + base form of verb) 
E.g. I attended a seminar last week.     E.g. I attend seminars every summer.                E.g. I will attend a seminar tomorrow. 
 
 

PROGRESSIVE TENSES 
Used whenever we are talking about a length of time. 

               (NOW) 

(PAST)                                                                          (FUTURE) 

PAST PROGRESSIVE      PRESENT PROGRESSIVE          FUTURE PROGRESSIVE 
Use for an action that was happening     Use for an action that is happening now.          Use for an action that will be 
for a length of time in the past when                           happening for a length of time 
another action happened in the middle               in the future. 
of it                     
(was (singular) + present participle)    ( am (I) + present participle)           (will + be + present participle) 
(were (plural) + present participle)    (is (singular) + present participle)          (shall +be + present participle) 
        (are (plural) + present participle) 
E.g. I was attending a seminar when my     E.g. Right now, I am attending a seminar           E.g. I will be attending a seminar 
boyfriend called in.                                                                                                                                           tomorrow from 10 to 12. 

 
PERFECT TENSES 
Used whenever we are talking about a point in time before another point in time 

               (NOW) 

(PAST)                                                                  (FUTURE) 

PAST PERFECT       PRESENT PERFECT           FUTURE PERFECT 
Use for an action that happened in the    Use for an action that happened in the          Use for an action that will happen in  
past before another action     past before the present moment.          the future before another action. 
(had + past participle)      (has (singular) + past participle)           (will + have + past participle) 
        (have (plural) + past participle)           (shall + have + past participle) 
E.g. I had already attended a seminar    E.g. I have already attended a seminar.              E.g. I will have already attended a  
when  my boyfriend called in.                a seminar by the time my boyfriend 
                  calls in. 

PERFECT PROGRESSIVE TENSES 
Used whenever we are talking about a length of time up to a point in time. 

               (NOW) 

(PAST)                                                                               (FUTURE) 

PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE                   PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE         FUTURE PERFECT PROGRESSIVE 
Use for an action that was happening    Use for an action that was happening for          Use for an action that will be 
for a length of time in the past up to    a length of time up to the present moment      happening in the future for a length 
the moment when another action                 of time up to the moment when  
happened.                   Another action will happen. 
(had + been + present participle)     (has (singular) +been + present participle)       (will+ have +been+present participle) 
        (have (plural) +been + present participle)        (shall+have+been+present participle) 
E.g. I had been attending a seminar for    E.g. I have been attending a seminar for           E.g. I will have been attending a 
an hour when my boyfriend called in.    an hour.              seminar for an hour by the time 
                    my boyfriend calls in. 
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